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A Minimalist Approach to Ensuring Fall through Spring 
Vegetable Harvests

Author: Matthew Kleinhenz Edited By: Jacob Winters 
Interest in marketing locally-grown, freshly-harvested vegetables fall through spring

is strong and increasing among high tunnel growers. Importantly, some growers have
transitioned to cash cropping their high tunnels only in fall through spring, leaving
summer to grow cover crops and focus on other priorities. We have long wondered
which crops, varieties, and practices may be ideal for Ohio high tunnel growers looking
to harvest fall through spring. Much of our previous research focused on a relatively 
small number of crops and the use of various tools and practices (e.g., films, fabrics,
and/or soil heating). Results from those experiments suggest that yields are likely to be
greatest when investments are also highest, for example, when soil heating, plastic
films, and row covers and the effort to maximize their utility are used.
     We are asking a different question this winter. Seven crops were seeded Oct 2023 across 40, 4 ft x 12 ft 
raised based beds in two, 30 ft x 80 ft single-layer high tunnels, oriented east-west, in Wooster. Austrian 
Winter Pea, Mokum Carrot, Red Russian Kale, Oriole Swiss Chard, Ped Pac Pac Choi, Music Garlic, and OH13-
88-61 Winter Wheat were seeded. All seed was untreated. Pac choi, Swiss chard, kale, and carrot seed were 
organic. Wheat, winter pea, and carrot occupy twenty-four whole beds. The remaining crops occupy eight 
half-beds bordered by either the center aisle or outside wall of the high tunnel. The ventilation of both high 
tunnels was managed to facilitate establishment and early growth with warmer (daytime) temperatures being 
allowed while sunlight was abundant. Carrot and kale plantings were thinned Nov-Dec. Since then, significant 
temporary spikes in daytime temperature were limited. All plots have been irrigated and weeded, as needed. 
No other steps have been taken to manipulate temperature, light, and other environmental conditions inside 
the high tunnels. Wheat, winter pea, garlic, and carrot plants are in excellent condition on 2/3/24. Carrot roots 
are expected to resume growth and mature as days lengthen and warm. Kale plants are in fair condition. The 
condition of pac choi and Swiss chard plants declined during a prolonged period of very low temperatures in 
the third week of Jan. Still, the condition of these plants were better on the interior beds and approximately 
50% of pac choi and Swiss chard plants remain alive. Without any supplemental heating, films, or row covers. 
This “minimalist” approach explores the worst-case scenario, the minimum that can be expected from these 
crops under the conditions they have experienced since seeding. This approach may appeal to growers 
unfamiliar with fall through spring production
and/or those who are unwilling or unable to
invest much time, money, or effort in it, at least
at this time. Upcoming evaluations will push the
“minimalist” approach further as all crops
capable of being grown and harvested fall
through spring do not require a high tunnel. 
Please contact Matt Kleinhenz, by phone at 
330.263.3810 or by email kleinhenz.1@osu.edu
if you would like more information.

mailto:kleinhenz.1@osu.edu


This past Sunday, many of us may have eaten our share of 
tortilla and taco chips while watching the Super Bowl. 
Without knowing it, we were eating a specialty type of corn 
grown in many parts of the country called food grade corn. 
This specialty corn is not what we find in the corn fields 
surrounding our communities, however, it is very similar in 
appearance. Both corn types are what is called field corn. 
Unlike the rest of the corn grown in our area, food grade has been developed with 
features adapted to dry milling. Food grade hybrids have been selected to have a 
high proportion of hard endosperm relative to floury endosperm. Endosperm is the 
part of a seed which acts as a food store for the developing plant. Most of the kernel 
is endosperm, which consists of complex carbohydrates and starch. To be 
considered food grade, the endosperm must also have certain starch characteristics.
     Hard endosperm corn is needed for dry milling and alkaline cookers. The dry 
milling process keeps the hard endosperm in large pieces, removing the germ and 
seed coat, to yield a low-fat, low-fiber product. If the kernels are significantly soft or 
broken, there is less opportunity for millers to produce large pieces called grits. The 
larger flaking grits, known as hominy grits, will be used to manufacture corn flakes. 
Other sized grits will be blended or kept separate to be used in other breakfast 
cereals, snack foods, finely ground corn meal, and for breweries. 
     Approximately 1-1.5 million acres of yellow food grade corn is grown in the U.S 
and only 600,000-700,000 acres of white. Most of the food grade corn is grown 
near the processing facilities and under a contract arrangement between the 
processor and grower, especially for the snack food industry. Most of the yellow food 
grade corn production is scattered throughout the Midwest and South. White corn 
production is generally located near a processing facility, which are found in eastern 
Illinois, southwestern Indiana, western Kentucky, western Tennessee, Nebraska, 
Texas, southwestern Iowa, and northwestern Missouri. Historically, Ohio has only 
small acreages of food grade corn compared to other states. Farmers will consider 
growing a good grade corn when a local elevator or processor is giving a premium or 
higher price compared to regular corn. This premium must offset any potential loss in 
yield because of the limited number of qualified hybrids or higher costs associated 
with pest control, special handling, and storage. Depending on markets, grain buyers 
will occasionally offer a premium great enough to get some acres planted in Ohio.
     Even though local farmers are not growing food grade corn today that could 
easily change tomorrow depending on local elevators and processors. However, for 
now, of the three main grains grown in our area, wheat is the only one that is being 
used directly for human consumption.

Food Grade Corn Makes a Great Chip
Author: Ed Lentz Edited By: Jacob Winters
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Learn More on Food grade corn on OSU’s Corn newsletter and Mexico State’s Extension article linked below
https://agcrops.osu.edu/newsletter/corn-newsletter/2016-40/taking-second-look-%E2%80%9Cfood-grade%E2%80%9D-corn-q
https://pubs.nmsu.edu/_h/H260/index.html

https://agcrops.osu.edu/newsletter/corn-newsletter/2016-40/taking-second-look-%E2%80%9Cfood-grade%E2%80%9D-corn-q
https://pubs.nmsu.edu/_h/H260/index.html


Ensuring Healthy Herds: 
The Critical Role of Water Management for Livestock in Winter

Kate Hornyak, OSU Extension Program Coordinator, Delaware County

Water stands as an essential nutrient for beef cattle. It plays a vital role in 
Various bodily functions, including growth, reproduction, lactation, and the 
regulation of body temperature. However, the winter season intensifies the 
challenge of providing a sufficient and accessible water supply. This difficulty
is compounded by the freezing temperatures and changes in the behavior of 
the livestock during colder months.
Challenges in Winter Water Management
Managing water for livestock during the winter months presents distinct hurdles. The primary issue is 
the freezing of water sources. In colder temperatures, cattle consume more feed to maintain body 
heat. If water availability decreases, feed intake also drops, leading to poorer body condition. This is 
particularly critical if the birthing season is in spring, as reduced water and feed intake during winter 
can lead to poor fetal growth rates and lower lactation levels.
Methods to Deliver Water in the Winter
Having electricity at your winter-feeding areas is an advantage. It unlocks several effective methods 
to prevent your cattle’s water supply from turning into an icy hazard with the use of a plug-in heater 
installed in the drain plug of a large stock tank. This approach is simple and efficient, ensuring that 
water remains in a liquid state for your herd. Large stock tanks with larger capacity are another 
option. Stock tanks need to be checked often to allow livestock access to water and ensure filling 
purposes. Opting for ones with a larger capacity can make a difference when temperatures drop. To 
combat ice formation, consider installing a continuous flow valve. This valve will prevent freezing and 
ice from accumulating in the tank.
In areas where electricity isn’t an option, natural sources like ponds and springs come into play for 
livestock hydration. However, during winter, these natural waterways can present challenges, 
especially on extremely cold days when freezing is a concern. To navigate this, one can employ 
innovative methods such as a collection trench combined with solar-heated devices. These systems 
often include heated tubes buried deep underground powered by solar cell to prevent water from 
freezing. However, it’s important to note that even with these measures, on particularly frigid days, 
with frequent visits by the herd to the water source, a thin layer of ice may still form. In such 
instances, breaking the ice becomes necessary to maintain uninterrupted access to water for your 
livestock.
What is Ideal
Keeping the ideal temperature of drinking water for cattle is a balance. The sweet spot lies between 
40 and 65 degrees Fahrenheit. It’s interesting to note that steers with access to cool drinking water 
have shown to gain an additional 0.3 to 0.4 pounds per day compared to those consuming warmer 
water. This underscores the importance of regularly checking the temperature of water, especially in 
waterers equipped with heaters, to avoid the water getting too warm. To accurately gauge the water 
temperature, use a thermometer, but remember to keep it suspended in the water rather than letting 
it touch the bottom of the container. The bottom might show a higher temperature than the actual 
water. Conduct these checks over several cold days to ensure consistency. Maintaining water 
temperatures of at least 40 degrees Fahrenheit is crucial not just for the mechanical aspects of water 
delivery systems, but also for sustaining optimal animal performance. Understanding and 
implementing these insights about water temperature and accessibility can significantly impact the 
health and growth rates of cattle, especially in controlled environments like pens. Regular monitoring 
and adjustments as per weather conditions are key to ensuring the wellbeing of your livestock. 
For more information see
https://agnr.osu.edu/sites/agnr/files/imce/pdfs/Beef/LivestockAndWater.pdf  &  https://ohioline.osu.edu/factsheet/ANR-12

https://agnr.osu.edu/sites/agnr/files/imce/pdfs/Beef/LivestockAndWater.pdf
https://ohioline.osu.edu/factsheet/ANR-12


Reliable Recordkeeping Helps at Tax Time
Author Christine Gelley, ANR Educator Noble County Extension

This season can be stressful for farm managers that are unsatisfied with their recordkeeping systems and 
patterns. Important information to track for farm taxes can be extensive and diverse. Even farmers who 
keep documents may struggle to feel confident that their records are complete and organized come tax 
time. While there is no one right way to organize your records for tax prep, here are some ideas that may 
help simplify the bulk of paperwork you process:
Utilize secure cloud services via computer & smartphone
Many smartphones have tools where you can use your phone camera to take photos of documents and 
turn the photos into pdfs that you can name, save, and sort. Taking photos immediately when you receive 
a document, naming, saving, and backing up the files in multiple places make them accessible from any 
device you want. Allowing you to throw out the bulk of the paper pieces. 
Create dedicated accounts/cards/checks
Many farm operations have separate accounts to track income and expenses for avenues of their business 
and home. Although creating separation of accounts sounds daunting, it can save you time and effort in 
the long run. If you could work with your bank to set up accounts for certain distinctions/purposes, that 
can also help with recordkeeping. Often you can work to have them linked together if you need to do 
funds transfers, but keep income and expenses separate by account. Then you can pull account 
statements to do tallies any time. Ex: Account for home, account for farm, account for retail sales. Card for 
home, card for farm, card for retail sales. You could even break expenses down further, ex- one card that is 
only for farm fuel, farm supplies, or bills. This helps cut down on clutter and make sorting easier. You can 
even designate digital payments to go to these different accounts (ex: Venmo, Facebook Pay, Square, 
PayPal, whatever you like to use).
Use a Farm Account Book
OSU Extension offers 2 types of physical farm account books that you
can pick up at most Extension offices. It resembles an FFA SAE or 4-H
project book designed for whole farm use. The Ohio Commercial Farm
Account Book is also available as an Excel program that you can
download for free! Reach out to gelley.2@osu.edu if you would like the
link to the download. For the farm account books to be effective, it is 
important to reconcile your accounts & fill out the record book at least
monthly. This can help you track where you are, where you want to go, 
and anything that may be falling through the cracks during the year.
3-ring binders are still valuable!
If you prefer to keep paper records and physically handle them, a 3-ring binder, expandable folders, and 
trusty old filing cabinets are still effective tools. Use one to track cattle records (genetics, breeding, birth, 
death, vaccination, medications). Use another to track inputs on the land (fertilizer, herbicide). Use a third 
to track bills for services (farm utilities, farm equipment deliveries, gravel, etc.) OSU Extension has data 
tracking sheets for many of these entries including all the details you need to track and keep on file. If you 
are looking for a data tracking sheet, don’t hesitate to reach out.
Software for your computer is available specifically for farm use
You can choose to use software that is completely on your computer and saved locally or programs that 
operate online utilizing cloud storage. Read all terms and conditions with cloud storage options. Some will 
offer certain services for free, but make you pay for additional services. Some will save your data in 
perpetuity, while some will only save it for a short time. Like all systems, you should use them frequently to 
help cut down on the stress that comes at tax time. Oklahoma State Extension has developed a Quicken 
Agricultural Users Manual for farm businesses using Quicken to complete their farm accounting. Some 
App based programs are too diverse to list, but if you would like assistance deciding on if an app will work 
for you, feel free to reach out! If interested in learning more about recording keeping with Quicken, see the 
upcoming trainings Farm Accounting Workshops with Quicken.

https://bpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/u.osu.edu/dist/c/14592/files/2024/02/Quicken-2024-Flier-MultiLocation-2024-2780aafb1635e460.pdf


Mark you Calander!
Local Agriculture and Natural Resources Events & Deadlines
OSU Extension
• Hardin County Beef Quality Assurance (BQA)

• Feb 19th from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
• Topic: Enhances herd profitability through better management
• No Cost, Register @ go.osu.edu/hardinBQA
• Will provide certification Training need for selling cattle at auction
• Location: Hardin County extension office 

1021 West Lima Street Kenton

• Weeds University
• Feb 21st from 9 am to 4 pm
• Topic: Weed identification and control –
• Speck with state experts and local educators 
• Cost: $40 , lunch included
• Commercial or private pesticide applicator 

credits CCA credits are available.
• Register: at the Auglaize extension office
• Limited to first 30 attendees 
• Location: Auglaize County Admin. building meeting room,

209 South Blackhoof Street, Wapakoneta, Ohio

• Entomology Seminar Series 
• Every Thursday at 9am until the end of April 
• Next speaker: Dr. Kathleen Knight, USDA Forest Service
• No Cost
• In person @ 244 Kottman Hall Columbus or

300 Wooster science building
• Join the live zoom in Meeting room 96878159791

password 164990 or by scanning the QR code in the right
side graphic.

• Water Quality Wednesday
• Feb 28th from 10 am to 11 am 
• Topic: Drainage Water Management and Wetland Management
• No Cost, Register @ go.osu.edu/WQW24

• Woodland & Wildlife Conference 
• March 6th

• Topics: Woodlands, Water resources, and Wildlife.
• Cost: Today is the last day to register early for $70, 

from the 17th to the 26th of February cost is $85.
• Register @ go.osu.edu/2024www
• Location: Mid Ohio Conference Center Mansfield, OH
• ISA, SAF and ODA pesticide education credits are available 



• West Central Ohio Livestock Outlook Day 
• March 7th from 8 am to 2 pm
• Topic: Dairy, Beef, Poultry, and Swine industry problems and solutions 
• Cost:
• Location: Mercer County fairgrounds
• Register with the Mercer county extension office

• High Tunnel Workshop
• March 7th from 9 am to 4 pm
• Cost: $25 to register in February, $35 to register the week of the event
• Location: OSU South Centers Piketon Ohio
• Register at go.osu.edu/htworkshop or call 614-247-9680

• Cover Crop Round Table
• March 7th from 6:30 pm to 8 pm
• Topic: Mechanical termination, timing, and considerations
• No Cost 
• Location: the Auglaize county extension office

• Last Auglaize Pesticide and Fertilizer Private Applicators Recertification
• March 8th, Pesticide 9 am to 12 pm and Fertilizer 12 pm to 1 pm 
• Topic: Drainage Water Management and Wetland Management
• No Cost, Register @ go.osu.edu/WQW24

Farm Service Agency
• Livestock Indemnity Program, the payment application and notice of loss 

deadline is February 29, 2024

• Agriculture Risk Coverage and Price Loss Coverage deadline for 
enrollment is March 15, 2024

Other reginal events
• Feb 19-20 In person: Heart of America Grazing Conference, Cincinnati, OH

https://www.tickettailor.com/events/greenacresfoundation/1047356

• Feb 22 In-person: Ag Women Engage Conference, Ft. Wayne, IN
https://ag.purdue.edu/department/extension/wia/conference.html
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